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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider in this article the nonlinear eigenvalue problem 
!; 
u”(X) + r(x) lz(u(x)) + h(x) = 0 for .YE:R 
(P) lim U(X) = 0. 
1x1 - +cc 
This problem and the corresponding problems in RN have been treated 
by many authors, including Berger [3], Strauss [17], and Berestycki and 
Lions [ 1,2 J. In this paper we follow Stuart [ 18-25 J. 
In our problem (P) r: R! + 02 + and 11: R -+ R are given functions satis- 
fying suitable hypotheses. In particular h E C’(W) and h(O) = h’(O) = 0. 
Thus u - 0 is a solution of our problem for all ;1 E iw and the spectrum of the 
linearization about this solution is the interval [0, ccl ). We are interested in 
solutions for (P) with A < 0 and 21 f 0. 
Different aspects are now of central interest: 
1. The existence of one or more solutions. 
2. The connection between the behaviour of r(xj at infinity and the 
existence of these solutions. 
3. The behaviour of these solutions in different LP-spaces for i -+ OF. 
This bifurcation-behaviour is connected with the behaviour of r(x). The 
only partial result in this direction for H’-bifurcation is given by Rother 
[12] and the author [14,15]. 
We will suppose that 
0 < A < r(x)( 1 + /XI )’ < B, V.Y E R. 
If t>O, we have lim., +X r(x) = 0 and we speak of the compact case. If 
t = 0, we suppose that- lim, _ + ~ _ r(x) = r(m) > 0 and we speak of a 
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symmetric loss of compactness. Stuart [25] analyzes the existence of a 
ground-state and its behaviour for A + O- in both the compact and the 
noncompact case; bifurcation and asymptotic bifurcation in Lp(R) for 
1 < p < +oc is discussed. 
We will generalize this result to infinitely many excited solutions. But we 
will do even more: we will characterize our excited solutions by the number 
of “zeroes” or “nodes”; we will show that for each k B 0, there is a branch 
of solutions u~,~ with k nodes; this central e,Crtence-result is given in the 
Theorems 7.2 and 7.10. Under suitable conditions, these branches show a 
common bifurcation-behaviour in Lp( R); this b$lrcation-result is given in 
Theorem 9.4. 
The technique we use is a symbioses of techniques developed by Stuart, 
P.-L. Lions [lo], Nehari [ 111, and Zhu [26]. We approach the given 
eigenvalue problem by a variational method. In fact, our problem is 
equivalent to a problem of the form 
JB( u) = 0 for UEH, 
where H is a real Hilbert space and Jn E C’(H, R). We will search for 
critical points of JA restricted to the natural constraints 
M,= {u~HJu#0 and J;(U) u = 0} 
But, instead of using methods of Ljusternik-Schnirelman type, we charac- 
terize excited critical points by an inf-problem as described in Section 3. 
For the noncompact case we thereby use a problem at infinity in the way 
introduced by P.-L. Lions and Stuart for the ground-state: we compare the 
kth excited critical level of our problem with the sum of the (k- l)th 
excited critical level and the minimal critical level of the problem at infinity. 
In order to do this, we need some decay at infinity for r(x). 
In Section 5 minimizing sequences for our inf-problem are analized. We 
use a somewhat simpler variant of the concentration-compactness lemma 
of P.-L. Lions. We put all the cases where the minimizing sequence 
converges weakly to 0 together. 
The convergence of the minimizing sequences gives then in Section 7 the 
existence of excited solutions with k nodes for k = 1,2, 3, . . . . The bifurca- 
tion-behaviour of these solutions is analysed in Section 9. This bifurcation- 
result is somewhat long to be established for the compact case. For the 
noncompact case, this result is a simple consequence of the bifurcation of 
the ground-state. To use a comparison between critical levels in order to 
prove bifurcation is a completely new aspect developed in this article. We 
investigate this technique in another paper [13]. 
The problem (P) with r < 0 has been treated-in even a more general 
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form-by Heinz [7-91 and Chen [IS, 61. The solutions are characterized in 
that case by their number of zeroes, too. The growth conditions on r( .) are 
however in the case I’ < 0 different from the case treated in this paper. 
Let us close with some remarks. First of all it is surprising that all the 
branches of solutions with k nodes have a common bifurcation-behaviour. 
For the noncompact case, this connection is shown explicitly. For the com- 
pact case, we need a long proof with test functions. These functions have 
zeroes that go to infinity as I + OP. This seems to be necessary for the non- 
compact case, too. We think that one can give rates at which these zeroes 
go to infinity. Finally, the case where T(X) is even but nonconstant plays no 
special role, absolutely in contradiction with the corresponding situation in 
R”’ for N> 1. Even more, the corresponding problem has solutions that are 
not even at all. 
2. BASIC HYPOTHESES FOR THE VARIATIONAL METHOD 
We begin by setting out a list of four conditions to be used in what follows. 
This section is taken from Stuart [25]. Throughout this section H denotes 
a real Hilbert space with scalar product (. 1. ) and associated norm /( .I\. 
We give now the first condition: 
(Hl) @E C’(H, R) and ds’: H -+ H* is a bounded mapping. 
We denote the gradient of @ by V@, i.e., (V@(U) 1 v) = Q’(U) 21, VU, z! E H. 
For the discussion of the three other conditions its convenient o introduce 
two auxiliary functions: 
q(u) := (V@(u)) u) = W(u) 11 
and 
@(u) := q?(u) -2@(u) for WEH. 
We formulate now the second condition: 
cp E C’( H, R) and cp’: H + H* is a bounded mapping. Further 
there exist constants K > 0 and y $ LX > 2 such that VU E Hi, {O) 
q?(u) = W(u) z4 >, cd(u) > 0 
W2) 
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The next two conditions describe the behaviour of @ with respect to the 
weak convergence: 
(H3) @: H + R is weakly sequentially lower semi-continuous. 
(H4) V@(u,) -V@(U) weakly in H whenever uk - II weakly in H. 
We give now some elementary consequences of the conditions (Hl) 
and (H2): 
1. For UE H\(O), 
@j(u) = cp(z4) -2@(u) 3 (cd - 2) @(24) > 0, 
O<@(u)<-& #4l”+ IIW>, 
0 < q(u) = @j(u) + 2cqzr) <s (IlW+ Ib4ll~], 
and 
cp’(z.4) z4= i)‘(u) z4 + 2@‘(u) z4 
2 a+(u) + 243(u) by WI 
> a@(u) + 2a@(u) by (H2) again 
= ctcp(z4). 
2. Setting h(t) := @(tu)/P for t > 0 and u E H\ (O}, we have 
h’(t)= ta+, 1 
cp(tu) - 4tu) > o 
and so 
@( tz4) e P@(u) for O<tdl 
cqtu) 2 t”@(u) for tal 
In particular: G(O) = 0, V@(O) = 0. 
3. Setting k(t) := cp(tu)/t” for t >O and UE H\(O), we have 
k’(t) = cp’(tu) fz4 - w(tu) > o p+ 1 , by 1. 
and so t tt cp(tu)/t’ is strictly increasing on (0, + co) with 
lim cp(tu) - 0 
r-o+ t2 
and lim rp(tz4) 7= +cc 
f-++I: t- 
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4. Similar conclusions are obtained when cp is replaced by @. In 
particular 
t k-+ @( tu) 
is strictly increasing on (0, + m) for u E H’,,>(O $. 
3. EXISTENCE BY CONSTRAINED MINWIZATION 
In this section we always suppose that the conditions (Hl) and (H2) 
hold and we discuss the existence of solutions for the equation 
(El 
u=V@(z4) in H 
UE H\(O). 
For the variational approach that we shall use, the following two 
functionals play a fundamental role: 
J(u) := jJu))2 - 2@(U) 
and 
g(u) := 11~112 - v(u) for u c: H. 
The following facts are now well known: 
1. J, gsC’(H, R). 
2. The equation (E) is equivalent to 
J’(z4) =o 
UE H’\(O). 
3. For every solution u of (E) we have g(u) = 0. 
4. If u E H is such that g(u) = 0, then J(U) = @(to. 
To overcome the difficulties connected with the indefiniteness of J on in, 
we consider the C i-manifold of co-dimension 1, 
M:= {UE H\(O) / g(u)=O), 
and we consider J subject to the natural constraint M, 
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A4 contains all the solutions of (E). In order to find these solutions we need 
the following sets O(k) for k E N*: 
1. For k= 1 we put Q(1) :=M. 
2. For kg2 we put 
Mk := (II = (d”, . . . . 16~)) 1 U(“E M for i= 1, . . . . k) 
and we equip Mk with the norm 
IIU(lk := Jllu(q2 + . . . + ((z4(k)[(2. 
Then Q(k) will be some closed subset of M” satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(a) Consider the mapping 
I: Mk -+ H, u = (u(‘), . . . . ~6~)) I--, Z(u) := u(l) + . . . + dk) 
and let i be the restriction Ilackl. Then 
l Ili(“)li = /bilk, vuEQ2(k). 
l If A stands for any of the mappings @, cp, 4, J, or g, then 
A(i(u))=A(u”‘)+ ... +A(Uck’) 
for all u = (zJ1’, . . . . u”‘) E Q(k). 
l In particular, i(Q(k)) c M. 
(b) For all u = (z&I), . . . . @)) E Q(k) we have 
l J’(i(u)) 11 (‘) = 0 for I = 1, . . . . k. 
l (i(u) ( d’)) = (&)I ~4~“) for I= 1, . . . . k. 
l (V@(i(u)) 1 z.6’)) = (V@(zP) (u(‘)) for I = 1, . . . . k. 
(c) If 
i(u,) - u weakly in H and u:’ - u(‘) weakly in H 
for I= 1, . . . . k where 
then 
II, = (UC’, . . . . UE’) E Q(k), 
i(u) = 24 
where u = (u(r), . . . . u’~‘). 
Consider now then following “pullback” of JIM: 
f: O(k) -+ R, u-f(u) := J(i(u)) = @(i(u)). 
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We set for k~ N*: 
c(k) := “f&f(U) = “t’“nsk, @(i(u)). 
A solution U, of the minimizing problem c( 1) is called a ground-state; a 
solution uk of the minimizing problem c(k) for k > 2 is called an excited 
state. The conditions (L)k will guarantee that the ground-state and the 
excited states give us solutions of our problem (E). We say that Q(k) 
satisfies the condition (L)k if the following holds: 
If u E Q(kj is such that @(i(u)) = c(kj, then there exists 
(L)k some uk E Q(k) such that @(i(uk)) = c(k) and ~4~ := i(uk) 
satisfies JI(uk) = 0 and lIukjlk = I/U//~. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let the conditions (Hl ) and (H2) be satisfies. Then: 
1. Q(k) is bounded away from 0, i.e., there exists some 6 =6(k) > 0 
such that 
go(i(u))= 110)/12= llull2>/& Vu E Q(k). 
2. On one side we have 
!14u)l12= Ilull:< ~f(u)=$jJti(u)), Vu E R(k). 
On the other side, the critical levels are positive, i.e., c(k) > 0, /fk E N *. 
3. If Q(k) satisfies the condition (L)k and if there exists a u~Q(k) 
such that @(i(u)) = c(k), then there exist a u,~Q(k) with the followiq 
properties: 
* @(i(uk)) = c(k). 
l J’(uk) = 0 where uk := i(uk). 
0 0 <b(k) d I/u,J2 < (a/(~ - 2)) c(k). 
ProoJ: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [25]. For 
completeness, we give it here. 
1. For u E Q(k) we have by the consequence 1 in Section 2 
Ili(u)l12 =cp(i(u)) Gs {Ili(uNl” + lli(uNlJ’). 
But c( > y > 2 gives 
lii(u)l12= )lu/l:>,6>0 for some 6 =6(k). 
505.:99,1-11 
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2. For UEH\{O}, 
p(u) = (p(u) +2@(u) 
@(U) by the consequence 1in Section 2 
Hence, for u E Q(k), 
a-2 
@(i(u)) 2 - cp(i(u)) = a 
? /,i(u)l’~~6>o. 
Thus c(k) > 0 and Ili(u)l/’ < (o[/(c( - 2)) @(i(u)). 
3. This is an immediate consequence of the above and the condition 
(L)k. This completes the proof. 1 
The above lemma shows the connection between our problem (E) and 
the minimizing problem c(k). In order to solve the minimizing problem 
c(k), we shall have to consider minimizing sequences (u,~} c Q(k) for c(k). 
By the above lemma, such sequences are bounded. Taking if necessary a 
subsequence we may assume that there exists a minimizing sequence 
{II,,} c Q(k) such that 
. II, = (uy, . . . . UIr”‘). 
. &) m - ~6” weakly in H for m --t + co and I= 1, . . . . k. 
l i(u,)--u weakly in Hfor m-+ +CXZ with zr=d’)+ ...I.&~‘. 
Section 5 is devoted to the construction of a special minimizing sequence. 
This is necessary since the set M is not assumed to be weakly closed. The 
special minimizing sequence will satisfy the following condition (A)k: 
There exists a minimizing sequence {u,,} c Q(k) for c(k) such that 
24:’ -1 u(‘) weakly in H and 
i(u,)---weaklyinHform+ +cc 
with u = u(‘) + . . + u(~). But 
Jl) 1 . . . . uu) = 0 
and there exist ttSC’), .. . . ttk) E (0, l] such that 
(t(s+l)U~~+l~ > --., t’%(“)) E Q(k -s). 
We say that s = 0 if u’# 0 for I = 1, . . . . k. Finally 
lim @(u”‘) = @(zY) 
m--r+a m 
for Z=s+ 1, . . . . k. 
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The following theorem gives now an existence result for our 
problem (E). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the conditions (Hl) ro (H3) and (A)k be satisfied 
(kE N*). Then: 
1 Either u(l) =0 for at least one 1, 1 <I< k, or u = (u”‘, . . . . u(~‘> E 
O(k) with @(i(u)) = c(k). 
2. If u(t) # 0 for all I, 1 < 16 k, and D(k) satisfies the condition (L)k, 
then there exists a solution uk for our problem (E) with 4(uk) = c(k) and 
ll4A = 114. 
Proof 1. Suppose that s = 0. If we would have t(l) < 1 for some I9 we 
would have by the consequence 4 in Section 2 
c(k) < i @(t%“)) < i @(24’) = lim Q(i(u,,)) = c(kj, 
/=l /= 1 
1)1’ +* 
Hence I(” = 1 for I = 1, . . . . k and 
c(k) = e(u). 
2. This follows from Lemma 3.1. 
This completes the proof. 1 
Theorem 3.2 can certainly be used to prove the existence of a ground- 
solution or excited solutions. If CP is weakly sequentially continuous (this is 
the so-called compact case) it is easy to show that u(‘) # 0 for I = 1, . . . . k. In 
the more general noncompact case we need an improvement of 
Theorem 3.2. The rest of this section will be devoted to this task. The 
following Lemma due to Suart [ZS] will be heipful in this respect. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let the conditions (Hl) and (H2) be satisfied. Then there 
exists exactly one differentiable function s: H\>{Of + (0, + m) such that for 
u E H\(O), 
tu E M, t > 0 o t = s(u). 
We can now give the improved result for the noncompact case. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let @ satisfy the conditions (HX) to (H3) and suppose 
that (A)k holds for some k E N *; let {u,) c Q(k) be the special minimizing 
sequence given by (A)k and suppose that Q(k) satisfies the condition (L),. 
Suppose further that !P satisfies the conditions (Hl) and (H2) and that 
@ - Y and cp - t/r are weakly sequentially continuous at 0. 
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c@(s)<c@(s--)+c~p(1) for s = 2, 3, . . . . k 
respectively 
cG(l)<cy(l) for k=l 
then the weak limit u of i(u,,) is a solution for the problem c,(k) and hence 
there exists a solution uk of our problem (E) with 
In the above statement it is wIderstood that 
J@(U) = Ilull * - 2@(u), 
J!P’(u) = ll41*-2~~~~? 
cp(u) = <V@(u) I u>, 
b+(u) =<V~~Z~(u) I u>, 
~,={~~~\~O}IIl~l12=cp(~)}, 
M’Y= {=ff\{O} I l141Z =VGI). 
Q,(k) and Q,(k) are defined with M, and Ma 
and so on. 
ProoJ: Let us first remark that 
cdk)<c,(k-l)+c,(l) 
<c&k-2)+2c,(l) 
<c,(k-n)+nc,(l) 
<c,(l)+(k-l)cIp(f)<kcv(l). 
Suppose now that s # 0, i.e., 
u(I) 
> ..., &’ = 0. 
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By Lemma 3.3, applied to Y, we have that there exist functions tr(. ), . . . . 
t,( .)E C’(H)\,{03 such that 
t,(up) z4p := tyup E M, 
. . . . . . 
t (u”‘) z4(s’ := t’S)z4’S’ EM,. 3m WI mm 
By the monotony of @(tu) we have 
C@(kbs)9 f @(t(‘)u’)< 2 9(z4’“). 
I=s+l I=s+l 
Now it is enough to prove that for I= 1, . . . . s, 
(4 lim [$(tzJz4EJ) - $(uE’)] = 0 m--r +m 
(b) lim [$(utf,‘) - @(uE’)] =O. m + + co 
Indeed, if s < k, 
+ [q(u;‘) - @(z4:‘,] + @(z4$‘)> 
-+ c,(k) for tn -+ +cr, 
and this is a contradiction. For s = k we similary have the contradiction 
kc,( 1) < c,(k). Hence u(‘) # 0 for all Z, 1 < 1 <k. Theorem 3.2 gives now the 
result. So we are done if we can prove (a) and (b). 
To prove (a), we wiil show that t$ + 1 for trz + 00. We have 
IlJ(t~h~))-&4~))l d It;‘- 11 . /$f’(B~$4~‘) z4;y: 
where 6:) lies between 1 and tE’* But jj~z)lj’= &ui’) since u”)EM~ and 
li~~‘il* = II/( t~‘~~‘)/[t~‘]‘. If t$’ > 1, we have the consequence 2% Section 2 
that $(t!$i)) 2 [t:‘]” $(u:)) and hence 
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Similarly if tz’ < 1, 
By Lemma 3.1, cp(uE’) 3 6(l) > 0. Hence r!,? + 1 for m -+ +cc since 40 - rj 
is weakly sequentially continuous at 0 and since ~(0) = e(O) = 0. 
Finally (b) follows from the weak sequential continuity of $ - 4 since 
$-@=I+-cp-2(Y-d-5). 1 
4. BASIC PROPERTIES OF OUR NONLINEAR EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
We consider the following nonlinear eigenvalue problem: 
I 
K”(X) + r(x) h(u(x)) + h(x) = 0 for XER 
(P) lim u(x)=0 Id * +x1 
uf0 
We consider this problem under the following assumptions: 
c 
r: 58 -+ R is continuous, 
(Cl) 3 lim T(X) =: r( co) and IX - +a 
and 
(3t~OsuchthatO<A,<I(s)(l+IXl)‘~~ for all x E R, 
((3) 
i 
h(s)= i a, (slU,s for sERwherea,>O 
I=1 
andO<a,< ... <0,+x1. 
Let us remark that r(m)=0 if t>O and r(m)>0 if t=O. 
We distinguish between two classes of solutions: 
1. The set of classical solutions given by 
~::={(1,u)~RxC~(lR)~~<O,ufO,(P)issatisfied}. 
2. The set of weak solutions given by 
(~,u)E[WXH’([W)~~<O,ufO, 
s u’u’-rh(u)o-;luvdx=O,VvEC~(IW) . I 
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Here H’(R) denotes the Sobolev-space; if not mentioned otherwise, the 
integrals extend over all of R. 
For u:R+R we put 
F(u)(x) := r(x) h(u(x)) 
and 
The following Lemma gives some basic properties for the mappings F and 
@,. A proof or a reference to a proof can be found in [25]. 
LEMMA 4.1. For F and @ as just described we have: 
1. F: H’(R) + H’(R)* is a bounded and continuous mapping. 
2. @EC’(H’(R), 58) and 
Q’(u) v = 1 F(u) u d-x, Vu, v E H’(R). 
3. @: H’(R) -+ R is a weakly sequentially continuous functional $ and 
only if t > 0. 
For .I < 0, we put: 
lIz411 j. := JIu’I:m 
H := H ‘(88) 
J,(u) := Ilull;-2@(u). 
We denote by (. 1. ) j. the scalar product corresponding to the norm I/ jj 1. 
Stuart in [25] gives now the following properties for solutions of our 
problem (P): 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the conditions (Cl ) and (C2) be satisfied. Then: 
1. J, E C’(H, R). 
2. (A, u) E S if and only if 
.EH\{O) and J:(u) v = 0, Vu E H. 
3. y7=s. 
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4. If (A, u) E%,, then 
. ~EL~([W)~C’([W)~ W2~q(R)for 1 Bpd +co, 1 <q< +KI. 
l lim ,x, _ +ao emxz4(x) = 0, Va < JLQ. 
l lim lx\+ +m lu’ix)l = 0. 
5. @ satisfies the conditions (Hl) to (H4) with a = 2 -f C, and 
7 = 2 + on. @, CP und 4 are weakly sequentially continuow if t > 0. 
According to the theoretical frame in Section 3 we put 
n,(l):=M,:={uEH\~(O)(Iju(lf=cp(u)) 
Q,(k) := (II = (u”‘, . . . . u(~’ )~M:Iz4(‘)(x)~(~)(~)fOfor l~ifjdk}; 
here k = 2, 3, 4, . . . . We consider then the minimizing problem 
c,(k) := .,i,nfikj JA(i(u)). 
A 
The following lemma shows now, that the sets Q,(k) have the desired 
properties. For k = 1 this is trivial. 
LEMMA 4.3. QA(k) is a closed set in Hk = H x . . . x H for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
If further u = (u”), . . . . zbk’ ) E Q,(k), k > 2, then we have -for all I = 1, . . . . k: 
1. /li(u)lji.= l/u/l,@ := [lju(“/\:+ ‘.’ + [jdk’jl~]“* 
2. If A stands for any out of the mappings @, Q, @, or Ji., then 
A(i(u)) = A(u(” + . . . + A(i(zrCk’). 
3. J;( i(u)) u(” = 0. 
4. (i(u) ) zF’>~ = (2F’ ( 2.F’) j. = IJzb”Il:. 
5. (V@(i(u))Iu”‘),= (v@(24(“)~24’“);. 
ProoJ Suppose that (urn} is any sequence in Q,(k) such that II, --, u for 
m --, + cc in Hk. Then, by the definition of the norm (1. I( j.,k in Hk, ~2’ + z&l’ 
for m -+ +CC in H, I = 1, . . . . k. Further 
lP(x) d”(X) = 0 m m for 1 <i#j<k. 
Taking if necessary a subsequence, we may assume that 
u;‘(x) + d”(X) for m + +UZ a.e. on R(I= 1, . . . . k). 
By Lebesgue’s theorem we thus have 
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Hence Z&~)(X) z&J’(x) = 0 for 1 < i#j< k. Since M,. is closed, we have that 
u E 8,(k) and so R,(k) is a closed set. 
1. The relation 
gives the claim, since (L&” 1 zP))~ = 0 for i-c j. 
2. This is so by the definition of @, q, 4, and Jn. Let us remark that 
@, cp, and @ just differ in the coefficients. 
3. Since u(” c MI, we successively have 
<,(rf 1 ,‘I,) j - @‘(u”‘) #) - 0 
(U(I) Ire”‘),-/r(x) i a, ~U”)~2+~~dx=o 
,=I 
(i(u)Iu”)) uj li(u)jq i(u) 24 ‘I) d.lc = 0 
,=l 
i.e., JJ( i(u)) 28’ = 0. 
4. This is obvious! 
5. With the same ideas as above we have 
(V@(i(u)) 1~4~‘))~ = @‘(i(u)) 24”) 
= @‘(u”‘) LP = (V@(u”‘) j u’i’)A. 
This completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that {uin} is any sequence in Q2,(k) with 
i(u,) - 24 weakly in H 
uu’ m-u ‘0 weakly in Hfor I- 1, . . . . k 
where u,~ = (u:‘, . . . . u:)). Then i( (u(‘), . . . . u’“~)) = u. 
Proof. 
i(u,) = ut) + . . . + u:) A t4t1) + . . . + utki = u. 
This completes the proof. 1 
The following lemma can be useful on several occasions. A variant of this 
lemma can be found in [lS]. 
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LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that v, w E M, are such that v(x) w(x) = 0 a.e. on R. 
Put 
cw + /l,v E MA 0 (a, /I) E A. 
Consider the mapping 
2: IF!?* + R, (a, p) I-+ d(a, /!?) := J,(ca + pw’). 
Then 1. A? is diffeomorphic to a circle and ( + 1, 0), (0, + l), ( f 1, f l), 
(&l, fl)Edtv. 
2. V2(a,p)=O $aandonly ifa= or +1 and/?=0 or +I. 
3. &( is minimal for (E, p) = (f 1,O) or (c(, 8) = (0, * 1). 
Proof: 1. This is so by Lemma 3.3. 
2. We have 
$(a, B) = a2 ~~v~~: + p2 Iltvll: - 2@(Lw) -2@@) 
and hence 1 0 if a = 0, 
A,(& PI= 2 ; cIl4l3-cpwl if CI # 0, 
{ 
0 if j3 = 0, 
$p(G PI= 2 p cIIP4: - cp(Pw)l if P#O, 
where YE and & denote partial derivatives. Since UEM~ we have llcltl/l: -
cp(crv) =0 for c( = + 1. But by the consequence 3 in Section 2, the equation 
has exactly one pair of solutions, namely, CI = kl. Hence Vf(a, /?) = 0 if 
and only if cr=O, _+l and /?=O, fl. 
3. By Lemma 3.1, we have 
min f(c(,B)> inf Jj.(u)=ci(l)>O. 
(Z.B)E.UI u E M,. 
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But $(O, 0) = 0 is a local minimum. By the consequence 2 in Section 2 
we get 
lim ,(a,B,, _ +T f(4 P) = -a. 
Hence 
&(t-l,o)<y(-tl, +l)=j(kl. Tl) 
%(O, Fl)<y(+_l, -tl)=#(+l, T-1) 
gives the claim. 
This completes the proof. 1 
The following corollary states that critical points have a minimal 
number of nodes. Thereby we say that UE H has exactly k nodes if 
there exist u(l), . . . . u’~+~‘EH\(O} such that u==u”“+ ... +14~~+'; and 
dyx) . d”(X) = 0 f or 1~ i # j < k + 1, and there do not exist more than 
k + 1 such functions u(‘). In particular, we say that u has no nodes if there do 
not exist u(l), ~6’) E H\fO) such that u = u(l) + ~4~~’ and U(~)(X) U”‘(X) - 0. 
We remark that u E H has exactly k nodes if u has exactly k zeros. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose that u = (u”‘, . ..) dkJ) E Q(k) is such that 
J;.(i(u)) = c,(k), k L 1. Then u (‘) has no nodes for I= I, .,., k. 
Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, that u(” = v + M, with 
U, M? E H\ (0). Put i? := S(V) 2’ and G := s(nl) IV, where the mapping s( .) is 
given by Lemma 3.3. Put further 
Obviously there exists (a, 8) E J&Z such that Ev’= v, pi% = 1~ and 
ii6 + pc = 11 ‘l) Consider now u0 := (*, u”‘, . . . . II(“)), where * stands for . 
either 6 or G. By Lemma 4.5, J,(i(u,)) < J,.(i(u)), since &, @# 0. u0 E Q’(k) 
gives now a contradiction to the minimality of J,(i(u)). b 
5. MINIMIZING SEQUENCES 
We show that there exists a minimizing sequence for c,(k) satisfying the 
condition (A)k. We use to this end’s variant of the concentration-compact- 
ness lemma of P.-L. Lions [lo]. We begin this section by the study of the 
radial behaviour of g(u). For a fixed 24 E H\{O} we put G(t) := g(tu) for 
t > 0. The proof of the following lemma is easy, 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be sati$fied. Then, with the 
above notations, the following holds: 
1. We have 
2 Ilujlf- ‘f a,(2+a,) F’{jr(x) lu(x)lZtu3dx]. 
I=1 
2. G’(0) = 0 and there exists exactly one to > 0 such that G’( to) = 0. 
G(t) 
We put now 
LEMMA 5.2. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied. Then Nk is 
bounded away from zero: 
UEN;=> ((ul(f>&=&A)>O. 
ProoJ The estimate 
0=2 IlUllf-‘p’(u)u32 Il~ll~-Ycp(U) 
82 llull:-yf$ (Ilullf+ Ila) by the consequence 1 in Section 2 
= Ilull: 
i 
2-s Cll4l;-‘+ Il4-‘I 
> 
gives for u # 0 that IJu(I 2 3 6> 0 for some 8. I 
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We put now 
~~(12) := inf g(u). 
UE.V,+ 
The following lemma guarantees the positiveness of ~~(1). The proof is 
similar to the proof of c,(k) > 0. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied. The*? 
~~(2) > 0 for etleq’fixed A < 0. 
We fix now A <O and k> 1. We imbed the problem c,(k) in the 
following way. For p <pi(k) and Z= 1, . . . . kC,(I) is the set of all 
u = (u(l), . . . . 21Ck’ ) E Hk\(O} satisfying the following conditions: 
* u(‘~(x) 24”)(x) = 0 a.e. on R for 1 < i # j< k, 
* g(u(“)=O for i#land l<i<k, 
* g(z.6”) = p and 
l g’( 2P) 24’[’ < 0. 
We put further 
The following lemma establishes the monotony of I,(Z). 
LEMMA 5.4. Zf the conditions (Cl ) and (C2) hold, we have 
ZpU) d Zv(4 if \‘6/2</4,(1,). 
Proof For u E C,, (I) we have g(u(‘)) = v and g’(u”)) ~6’) < 0. By 
Lemma 5.1, there exists t E (0, 1) such that 
v := (UC”, . ..) 24- l), tu(‘), 24(/+ ‘i, . ..) 24(@) E -& (I) 
and 
$(i(v)) < @(i(u)). 
This is true for every u E C, (I); hence 
Z,(O G Zv(4 for ~d~<~,(l). 
This completes the proof. 1 
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LEMMA 5.5. Suppose that the conditions (Cl ) and (C2) are satisfied. 
Then 
c,(k)<I,(I) for p-c<, arzdl- 1, . . . . k. 
ProoJ Let (urn} c C, (I) be any minimizing sequence for I,(1): 
@(i(u,,)) + I,(I) for m -+ +cc. 
By the proof of Lemma 3.1, we have the estimate 
0 < cp(i(u,,J) <A @(i(u,)). 
Since g(i(u,)) = Ili(u,)ll: - cp(i(u,)) = ,u, we obtain that 
{Ili(~,~)Ili} and idi( 
are bounded sequences in R. By Lemma 3.3, there exist t,, :=s(uE)) such 
that g( t,ui’) = 0. Clearly t, E (0, 1). We claim that t,, < t < 1. 
Suppose indeed that, maybe for a subsequence, t + 1. Then 
Ig(L~!?t’)- du!?)l 6 (1 -tt, ll~49:+ ldujt’)-cD(t,,uj~‘)I 
~<(l-t~)Ilu~‘ll:+(l-t~)cp(u~‘) 
gives, since /~u!:II: and cp(u$) are bounded, 
lim g( t 24(l)) - g(u”)) = 0. m m m 3 m- +ic 
this contradicts g(t,ug’) - g(uj/) = -p > 0. We thus obtain 
d lim inf Q(i(u,)) - (1 - t;) @(ujfi’) 
m -+ fK 
<I,(Z) - G (1 - t;) cp(z49 
< I,(I) - 9 (1 -tmml:-P1 
<I,(f) + G(l-t,)p<l,(Z), 
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This completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 5.6. Let the conditions (C 1) and (C2) be satisfied. Then 
lim IJZ) = c,(k), for I= 1, . . . . li. 
u-o+ 
ProoJ: Suppose that ,U > 0 is small enough (i.e., ,D < 6, d given by 
Lemma 5.2 and p<pcl(l)j. Let ( v,~) by a minimizing sequence for I@(I). 
Put 
W .- 111 .- (DE), . ..) L)c- l), t,,L$‘, L?p I)> ~.., Lp) EQJk), 
where t, := s(t,lf,)) > 1 is such that g(t,, II<‘) = 0. Then we have 
Q(iiw,,)) = $(i(v,,)) - C4(ulj,‘) - 4(r,431 
<ql(i(v t?, ))+(P -lj~(c”‘) WI m 
d tL@(i(vn,)). 
Sut 
gives 
We thereby remark that 
gives cp(~~“)>s-~>O. Hence t”-’ ,?I m d 1 + p/(6- ~1. This in turn implies 
Q(i(w,)) d (1 + fi/(b--~))~.‘(l+~) @i(i(v,)j, 
i.e., 
c;(k)~(l+~/(s--))Yi(l-2)I~(I)~(l+~/jS-~))”(?-2Jc~(k) 
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by Lemma 5.4. This gives 
lim I,(I) = c,(k), 
s-o+ 
for I= 1, . . . . k. 
This completes the proof. 1 
Let now {urn} c!S(k) be any minimizing sequence for c,(k). Taking if 
necessary a subsequence, we may assume that for I= 1, . . . . k 
U(f) m-u (1) weakly in H 
lIu~)Jl~+y%-O in R 
and 
24 m := i(u,) - u := u(l) + . . . + U(k) weakly in Hfor m --f +a. 
Put, for some fixed 1, 1 < 1 <k, 
and 
p,(x) := t { Iup - k4~‘(x)2}. 
m 
{p,,,} c L\(Iw) is now a sequence with s p,(x) dx= y; we apply to this 
sequence a somewhat simpler variant of the concentration-compactness 
lemma by P. L. Lions [lo]. We therefore put Q,(t) := JYI p,(x) dx for 
t>O. Then {Q,) . IS a sequence of nondecreasing, nonnegative, uniformly 
bounded functions on R + and lim,, +cc Q,(t) = y. Taking a subsequence 
if necessary, we may assume that there exists a nondecreasing, nonnegative 
function Q such that 
and 
Qm(t) + Q(t) for m-b +co,Vt20 
lim Q(t) =: q E [0, y]. 
r--r +m 
We first show that ye E (0, II}. Suppose at the contrary that Q E (0, y) and 
fix some E > 0 small. We choose R such that q - E < Q(R) and q - E < 
Q,(R) < q + E for m $m, large enough. Furthermore there exists a 
sequence (R,} such that R, -+ +a and q--E<Q,(R,)<~+E. We 
choose 5, [ E C~(R) satisfying 
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supp (;yc c-2,21, 5~1 on [-I, I] 
[=Oon [-l/2, l/2], <clon(-(33, -l]u[l, +K,). 
Put 
I, :=i (a> 
m 
First of all we observe that for m large enough-say m > q-and R 
large enough: 
1. Supp t’,, n supp IV, = 0, 
2. llz4!‘- (u,, + fi’,,)ll: < 46 
3. /I%ll:~~~--w+3~) 
ll~~‘,,l/:~((y-~)-2E,(1’--~)+3~). 
Let us give a proof for these three points: 
1. This is true for R, > 4R! 
2. We have 
z4;j - (u,, + w,) = (1 - <x - i,) 21,;’ 
and 
(1-5R-L)=o on (-a, -R,Ju[-R,R]u[R,, +CCI). 
Further 
505/99;1-12 
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Hence for R large enough and nz 2 WI, 
llzf;’ - (%I + %JI: 
= {[(1-~R-~m)U~yX)]‘}2--;1(1-~R-~1;,)2(X)U~)(x)*dX 
s 
,<E+ (1-~R-~,Jz(x){~~“(x)2-~u~)(~)2)dx 
s 
GE+ s u:)‘(x)’ - Au;‘(x)~ d-x C--R,,--RluCR&l 
=E+: CQ,(RJ-Q,(R)1 
3. The estimates 
&?&(~R)+E,<~&,,@,)+E 
Y Y 
give q - 2~ d II 0, 11: 6 ‘I + 3~ Similarly, 
y-‘$Q,(R,)< Ib,llTb~-~Qm(R)+~ 
gives y-rj-2~d Ijw,l(:<y-~+3E. 
But the sequence {cp(uE’)} is bounded since the sequence (u:‘> is 
bounded in H and since g(uz)) = 0 (1 is fixed). Since 0 < cp(u,), I < 
(P(u,$), the sequences { q( u,,)} and (cp(w,) } are bounded, too. The 
continuous imbedding of H in Lztbg([w) gives 
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i.e., 
J@(Zljj) - @(II,+ U’Jl = O(E) 
(cp(~jj) - C~(CI, +MI,)/ = O(E) 
~cjqu’“) - Qqu + w )I = Q(E) 
,J& - J,(u:: + w,_), = O(E) 
I&t’) - g(u, + lV,!l = WE) 
g(u, + w,) = O(E). 
The sequences { g(v,)) and { g(\\i,)} are further bounded. We take now for 
each E > 0 a subsequence such that 
g(&?J + cd&) for m-+ +;o 
g(wm) + B(E) for m-+ +CX 
and 
U(E) + B(E) --* 0 as E -+o. 
We distinguish now two cases. In the first case we suppose that there is 
a sequence E,, + 0 with 
Then 
min{tl(E,), B(E,,)) d cl -=c 0. 
gives 
z*/2(z) d zg(om)(z) + z,q(,,,(~) d Jj.(i(U,)) + O(E), 
i.e., 
zi/2(z) d C,(k) + 0(&n) 
in contradiction to Lemma 5.5. 
Hence only the following second case is possible, where 
a(E), /l(E) -+ 0 as E 4 0. 
Then, as above, 
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i.e., by Lemma 5.6 
0 < 2c,(k) d CJC) 
and this contradicts the positiveness of c,(k). Hence f~ E {OS y]. 
If n = 0, then Q(t) E 0. Hence, 
Q,z(t) + 0 for m-, +qVr>O. 
Take any tl E C,“(R) and let Supp u c C-t,, to]. Then 
I (u, u;))l, = 
10 
- ((1 
u’(x) q(x) + 121 v(x) zQ(x) dx 
<const {F Qnz(fo)}“2-+0 for m+ +co. 
Hence u:’ - 0 weakly in H for m + -t cc. 
If on the other hand ?J = 11, choosing R large enough, we get 
By the Sobolev inequalities we have 
and 
IzPIL2+~,(,.~, , R) d const ..zli2 
if we choose R > 0 large enough. This gives now 
lcpb4?) - cpW’)l 
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But the imbedding H’(JxJ d R) c L2fuc (Ix] < R) is compact. So, the first 
term converges to 0. The second term is less or equal to const . E, at least 
if we choose R large enough. This gives 
i.e., 
0 < lim sup /4$ull,)) - cp(d’)jl 6 const . E, 
m- +m 
lim cp(u!J)j =v(&)), 
m+ +cc 
and similarly 
But 
lim Q(u$) = $(u”‘). 
m- +m 
gives 
g(zP) = I(zP - cp(zP) < lim inf IIu~)II: - CJ$U~)) =0, 
e-t +;o 
i.e., 
g(u”‘) d 0. 
So there is a t”’ E (0, l] such that g(t%“‘) = 0. What remains to be shown 
is that 
uulu(I’) = 0 a.e. for I # I’. 
Suppose that this is not the case. Then, for some t > 0, 
s I I u(%4(~‘)~ dx > 0. --I 
But the imbedding H’(l.xl < t)c L*(jxl Gt) is compact: and hence, taking 
subsequences if necessary, we get 
z&x) -+ uqx) a.e. on I.a-I < t 
24$‘(x) -+ uyx) a.e. on Ix] < t. 
In a similar way as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 we get the contradiction 
s * I u%(“)I dx = 0. -r 
Therefore the following theorem holds: 
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THEOREM 5.7. Let the conditions (Cl) and (C2) be satisfied. Then the 
condition (A)k is fulfilled, Vk E N *. 
6. THE EXISTENCE OF THE GROUND-STATE 
Let us consider the minimizing problem 
c,J 1) := .tl; J,(U) 
n 
in the following three cases: 
(El) t > 0. 
W! 
t=Oand 
r(x) = const. 
1 
t=Oand 
(E3) 
3.)~~ E [w such that for every c > 0 
r(xg - c) + r-(x0 + c) 2 2r( cm) 
Y(x*-c)+r(x~+c)~2r(co). 
Stuart [25] gives now the existence of a ground-state: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let the conditions (Cl ) and (C2) be satisfied and suppose 
that(E1) or (E2) or (E3) holds. Then, V’R<O, 3u,,;.~M;. such that 
1. J,(U,.i) =ci.(l). 
2. O6 Il”l,~llf~((2+crl)/al)c,(1). 
3. (A., Ul,j.) E S= Yc and UI,j. > 0. 
If (E2) holds, then ul,;. is even. 
Our aim is to generalize this result to excited states. 
7. THE EXISTENCE OF EXCITED STATES 
The first step in the proof of the existence of excited states is the proof that 
the conditions (L), are satisfied. The proof is based on a technique intro- 
duced by Nehari [l l] and used later by Ryder [16] and Dao-Min Cao 
and Xi-Ping Zhu [4]. 
LEMMA 7.1. If the conditions (Cl) and (C2) ho/d, then the conditions 
(L)k are satisfied, Vk E N *. 
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Proof. For k = 1, this follows immediately! Hence we suppose now that 
k> 2 and that u EON is such that @(i(u))= c,(k). As usual, we write 
u = (u”‘, ~.., ~4’~)) and u = u(r) + . . + ~4~~). By Corollary 4.6, ~(4) has no 
nodes for I = 1, . . . . k. So, replacing ~4’~) by - ~(4) if necessary, we can assume 
that: 
Suppu”‘c(-co,‘%,] 
supp z4(2)c [a,, ffJ 
Suppu’k’c CL&,, +m) 
and 
U”‘>,O on (-cfh~,) 
z41Z’ d 0 on (a,, a21 
ZIC3’ >0 on (a,, a3)i 
. . . and so on . . . 
and 
u E QnW) satisfies @(i(u)) = c,(k). 
But now 
cp(zI’L’ + . . . #Q) = inf @(u) + @( ZIC2’ + . . + z4(@) 
L’ l M,. 
Suppoc(-s,r,] 
gives for XE (-“0, aI) 
z4(‘)“(x) + r(x) i a, jz~(‘)(x)I~I u”‘(x) + J.zr”)(x) =O 
r=l 
lim 24(l)(x) = 0, u(“(CcJ) = 0. 
x-+ -m 
Similarly, for x E (~1~) r2) we get 
zd2”‘(X) + r(x) i a, (d2’(X)10’ z4C2)(x) + /M2’(x) = 0 
,=I 
z4’2’(clJ) = 0, z4(2)(c12) = 0 
and so on. We first show that lim.,.; ~4’~“(x)=lirn,,~~~~~~‘(~) and, 
iterating this, we obtain u E C’(R). 
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Suppose on the contrary that lim, _ aCz&‘)‘(x) # lim,, ET u’*)‘(x). Then 
we set for E > 0 small enough 
u,(x) := u(x) 
for x<<,-.5orx>a,+E 
m,[x - (a, - E)] + U(cII -E) for cr,-&<xX~~+~, 
where 
m =~(%++-u(~l--E) 
E 2E . 
We have that u,(x) = 0 for some x= aE, 6, E (a, -6, CI, +E). Finally we 
multiply u,(x) on (-a, cr,] by So z=-0 and on [ICI,, c1J by Q(E) ~-0 so, 
that we get a function IVY E i(Q,(k)). 
Since f(x) = (2/(2 + ~7)) x ’ +‘I2 is a convex function for x 3 0, we have 
f(x)-f(y)>(x-y) f”. 
Hence 
s xz 4(x)2- h,(X)‘-24x) f: -2 12’ Y --m r=l 2+oi I A- )12+(T~dx 
< s a2 w:(x)’ - hv,(x)’ - 24x) i aL - IU(X)(*+c, -cc r=l 2+a, 
- (w’,(x)* - u(x)‘) r(x) i: ai lU(X)l”’ dx 
i= 1 
ir2 = 
f 
r(x) f aiIU(X)I*+gt-2r(x) i 2 
--m r=l 
i=, ;o, I~(.~)12+u1~x 
+ja2 w;(x)‘- h,(x)‘- w,(x)* r(x) i ai lU(X)l”‘dx 
-~ m 1=1 
gives 
JA(W,) G v,(u) - 2@(u) 
+JX2 w:(x)* - hv,(x)*- w,(x)* r(x) i a, lU(X)l”’ d-x 
--co I=1 
u:(x)* -Au,(x)* - u,(x)* r(x) i a, lu(x)l”’ dx 
r=l 
+ S:(E) jai u:(x)’ -Au,(x)* - u,(x)* r(x) i a, lu(x)l”’ dx 
% r=l 
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But 
<J,(u)+s:(&)J-6 u’(x)2 - h4(x)’ - r(x) i c4i /z4/2+“t dx 
zc i=l 
+ S?(E) SE’ ~,_~u~(x)*-~u,(I)*-r(x)ll,(x)2 i a, lUl”‘dX 
i= I 
+ S;(E) J’“‘” z4;(x)2 - ilu,(x)* - r(x) z4,(x)2 i a, (z4(g1 dx 
% i= I 
+ S;(E) Jr2 u’(x)~ - rlu(x)* - r(x) i a, 1~41 2 +a, d-x. 
2, fE ,=I 
u”(x) + Y(X) i a, lU(X)l” u(x) + ~Z~(X) = 0 
is1 
on A := (- co, ml -E] u [ai + E, ct2) gives for [p, q] c A, 
j-’ u”(x) u(x) + h(x)’ dx = -i” Y(X) i a, Iu(x)(2+a, dx, 
P P i=l 
i.e., 
s y u’(x)’ -Au(x)* -r(x) i a, (z412+gz dx = u’(x) 24(x) I”,. P r=I 
Hence 
J,(,u,) <J,(u)+S:(E) u’(cc, -&) z4(a1 -&) 
-S:(E) u’(a, + E) u(~I + E) 
+ S?(E) JXE u:(x)’ - 12u,(x)* dx 
a, -6 
s X,+8 + $(4 u:(x)’ - IJL,(x)~ d,x a, < JJU) + u’(a, - E) u(a1 -E) - u’(a, -t E) z4(c11 + E) 
+s a,+.5 u;(x)’ - Au,(x)~ d,x a, --E 
+ [S:(E) - l] u’(a, -E) u(cL1 - E) 
- [S:(E) - 11 u’(a, + E) u(c(, + E) 
+ {Is;(e) - 11 + IS;(E) - 1 I > jm;I; u;(s)” - h,(x)’ dx. 
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Now, since lim, _ c(, u”(x) = 0, we have 
U(C11+E)=EUI+(CI,)+O(E2) 
u’(a, + E) = d+(a,) + O(E) 
U(cIl -E) = --EUI(CI,) + O(E2) 
u’(a,-&)=u’(a,)+O(E). 
Further, for E --* 0 we have aE + CI~, and this implies s((E) + 1, i= 1, 2. So 
we get 
and 
[S?(E) - l] u’(a, -&) u(al - E) = O(E) 
[S:(+ 11 u’(a, + E) u(c.r, + E) = U(E). 
But since 
s 
u, +E 
u~(x)~-~~,(x)~ dx<2emf--21~ max{u(cc, +E)‘, u(c(~ --E)~} 
a, -E 
=; [u(~l+E)-z4(c!,-E)]*+O(E2) 
=; Cu;(C11)+UI(a,)]*+O(E2), 
we get 
J~(“‘,)~J~(U)-&[U’-(C11)2+UI+(C11)2] +t [U’,(Ctl)+UL(C11)]2+O(&) 
By the minimality of u we thus get a contradiction unless u E C r(W). But 
then ueC’(R) and u~x=S. 1 
We recall, that the conditions (A)k are satisfied. So there is a minimizing 
sequence {u, 1 c Q,(k) such that 
. &) m--U I’) weakly in H for m + +cc and 
l i(u,) - u weakly in H for m + +co 
with U= u”) + . . . + ~4~~). But
u(l) , -.., u(s) = 0 
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and there exist tfs+“, . . . . ttk’~(O, 1] such that 
(t(S+‘)u(S+‘) 9 ...> t’k44’k’) E Q(k - s). 
We say that s = 0 if U’ # 0 for I = 1, . . . . k. Finally 
lim Q(u!L’) = @(u”‘) 
m- +m 
for I= s + 1, . . . . k. We distinguish now three cases: 
7.1. Compactness 
Here we consider the case where t > 0 in the condition (Cl). Then @, cp, 
and 4 are weakly sequentially continuous; so, for EJZ --, + VJ and 1= 1, ...5 k, 
If s # 0, we would have Ilut)lj 1 + 0 for I = 1, . . . . s, and this would contradict 
u!$ E M- By Theorem 3.2, we get a solution-say u,,,-of our problem 
(P). This gives us the following theorem: 
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose that the condition (Cl) holds with t > 0 and that 
the condition (C2) holds. Then the problem (P) has for each A < 0 a pair of 
solutions f u~,~ with exactly k - 1 nodes and such that 4( +u,.,,) = c,(k) 
(VkE N*). 
7.2. Loss qf Compactness of the First Kind 
Here we consider the case where t = 0 with r(x) = const in the condition 
(Cl ). A phase space analysis as given in [ 151 shows that our problem (P) 
has-up to translations-exactly one pair of solutions (A, f ~4~,~), namely 
the ground-state with u,.,r > 0. This is an important change with respect o 
the corresponding problems in RN for N> 2. So the following theorem 
holds: 
THEOREM 7.3. Suppose that the condition (Cl ) holds with t = 0 and 
r(x) = const and that the condition (C2) holds. Then the problem (P) 
has-up to translations-for each A < 0 only one pair i3f solutions + u;..~ ; rhis 
is the ground-state and has no nodes. 
7.3. Loss of Compactness cf the Second Kind 
Here we consider the case where t = 0 with r( -x) + r(x) 2 2r( a ), Vx E R 
but r( -x) + r(x) f 2r( c(j ). The more general case where r(c - x) + 
r(c+x)>2r(w)), V.XE R but r(c-~)+Y(c+x)$~Y(oG) can be reduced to 
the case where c = 0. Here a ground-state exists. 
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and we define tj, $ in a corresponding manner. Then, by Stuart [ZS], 
@ - Y, p - $, and 4 - $ are weakly sequentially continuous at 0 and 
CA,@(l) < CA,,(l). Vl<O. 
Following Xi Ping Zhu [26] and P.-L. Lions [lo], we show now that 
C&@(S) < CA,@ (s-11)+ci.,Y(1)9 VA < 0. for s = 2, 3, . . . . k, 
where k = 2, 3, 4, . . . . The following lemma will be useful1 later: 
LEMMA 7.4. If f E L’(z, + co) is such that 0~ f(x)< AeCu” where 
z, A, M E [w are some constants and where A, CI > 0, then 
o< 5 z+ic f(x)dxi$e-az. 
Let now MJ be the positive ground-state for J,,, (see Theorem 7.3 above) 
and let v E Q,,,(s - 1) be such that 
cj.,9(s-‘)=~(u)=J;,~(u), 
where, as usual, v := i(v) = v(r)+ ... + &‘). Note that u(I) has no nodes. 
Hence we can suppose without loss of generality that 
supp u(I), (-cc, U,] 
supp uC2)c [ -cIr, a*] 
supp u+ I) c [-a,-*, +cc). 
We put 24 := z+-‘) and we can suppose that u(x) > 0 for x large enough. By 
Theorem 4.2 we have 
LEMMA 7.5. 1. O<W(X) < Ae-““, Vx such that 1x1 aRI, 
2. 0 < ld(~.) < AeCxX, Vx such that 1x1 3 R,, 
where A, a, R, are some positive constants. 
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We now have for u(x) 
u”(X) = -24(x)[n + r(x) lu(x)l”] > 0 
if x is large enough--say x > R,. For such s we have by Theorem 4.2 again 
So we have 
LEMMA 7.6. 1. O< Iw’(x)l < BePax, Vx such that 1x1 > R’, 
2. 0 > u’(x) > -Be-““, Vx 3 Rz, 
where B, u, R, are some positive constants. 
LEMMA 7.7. We have for R --+ + co, 
I~4~~~,,,,R,, I~t~‘lt~,,,IzR,= We-“‘) 
IUl~Z(R,+,~)t IU’I~~~R,+~)=Q(~-~~), 
where /I is some positive constant. In the following we write O(CG) for 
O(eePR). 
Let 5, < E Cp satisfy 
06 t, i< 1, 
SUPP<, suppc= c-2,21, and t,[=lon[-l,l]. 
We denote by tR(x) := <(x/R) and CR(x) := [(x/R), where R > 0. Then 
lu(x) - 5,&)4x)l: = j,~y, >R (I- 5,&))* 24(-u)’ dxd j,-y, ,R U(X)’ dx, 
i.e., 
for R -+ f co. Similarly we get 
u(x)* dx + s 
u’(x)~ dx, 
I.4 2 R lrl > R 
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i.e., 
’ r lu12+“‘dx+ 
! 
Y (5R12+e Iz4(2+01dx 
< R IsI 2 R 
gives 
i.e., 
dtRU) = d”) + ok 
$(iRM’) = $(w) + a(“(! 1, 
for R + +co. We put now 
@(t-RU) = @c”) + o(a) 
Y((iRM’) = Y(w) + o(a) 
u’R(x) := I&- 4R) W(X - 4R). 
So we have 
Ic/(WR) =ti(w) + 4 NJ ), y(wR)= ~(t%‘)+o(~) 
for R -+ +a. Last but not least we have for R large enough 
o < divR) - Il/twR) 
=:I “‘,.dR,42R 
[r(x)-r(m)] (5R(~-4R)12+ui. Iw(~x-4R)IZ+“zdx 
d i: a, 
r=l s 
Is,~2R [r(x+4R)-r(m)] Iw(x)12+“‘dx 
This is true under the following additional condition asking for polynomial 
decay at infinity: 
(C3) 
There are constants C, D, m, nz’, x0 > 0 such that 
C 1x1 --m + r(a)<r(x)< D I~I-~‘+r(rn)), Vx with 1x1 ax,. 
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Hence, under this condition we have 
for R-+ +m. 
(p(WR) - lj(WR) = O(m’) 
(p(tvR)-lj(wR)>o 
We choose now u = a(R) and fl= b(R) such that 
LEMMA 7.8. For R -+ +‘x we have 
a=l+o(aj) and fl=l+O(mr)dl. 
Proof We have g(crtRu) = c2 li[Ruj\: - (p(at,u) = 0, i.e., 
u2[((z4~/:+O(o)]-u2+~[~(U)+O(~)] 
~g(C15~zo=O~u2CIIUll:+O(~)l-a2+uC~(U)+0(03)1~ 
where 
But Ilull f = q(u) gives after division by a’, 
~n(u)+o(~)-u~C~(U)+O(~)] ~o~cp(u)+o(m)-a”[~(u)+o(a3)] 
acd thus M is bounded for R -+ +a: 
cr=1+0(1) for R-+ +co. 
Further 
cp(u) - cr”qdu) + o(cc ) d 0 d go(u) - a”q7(u) + o( cc ), 
i.e., 
(l-u”)(P(u)<o(o3) 
l-#<o(m) 
1 +o(m)<a”, hence cc>, 1 -to(m) 
and 
(1 -M”) cp(u)3o(m) 
l-u”~o(co) 
1 +o(cn)&x”, hence c( d R + o( cc ). 
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This gives CI = 1+ o( ccj ). For ,0 we have 
o= Ib~ll:-w4= Il%Il-~(Yd+44 
= lhll: - dM’,d + Cd~~‘R) - ti(M’R)l + 4m). 
Since 
cp( WR) - lfqWR) = O(d) > 0 for R-+ +co, 
we have 
IlwRII:-(P(M’R)=~(WR)-~P(WR)+~(~0)<O for R-+ +ccj. 
Hence lim supR _ +ic) B < 1. Further 
llPT7II: - cPP’R) = 0 HZ ll~%ll: - BZ+adYd 
=B’Cllwll:+o(oc,)l-~2+b[~(1~‘~)+O(m’)] 
=p2[l~lYII;+O(co)]-j?2+y-l&w)+O(m’)], 
where 
a= 0, if j>l 
01 if p<l. 
This gives 0 > (1 - /?“) e(w) + O(nz’), i.e., 
p” 2 1 + O(m’) 
B 2 1 + 0(m’) 
B=l+O(m’)<l. 
This completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 7.9. Suppose that the conditions (Cl), (C2), and (C3) hold. 
Suppose that k 2 2 is such that for I = 1, . . . . k - 1 
3V,E 8,,(Z) Such that I = C,,,(f). 
Then we have 
c~,9(s)<ci.,~(s-11)+ci,~(1) for s = 2, 3, . . . . k. 
ProoJ: We put now u(R;n,~):=r”)+ . . . +u(~~~)~~~~v(~~‘)+~~~~ 
where v, tR and MJ~ are as above. Note that by the hypotheses made now, 
such a v exists. Then u(R; LX, /3) E Q,(s) and for R large enough we have 
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= /It,(l) + . . . t’(‘-2)11;- 2qv”’ + . . . + u(J-2)) 
+cr’ 11&4jl:+2@(cQ4)+p2 j/ll’RI/:-2@(~cL’R) 
d lldl’+ . . . +v”-2’IIf-2@(t,“‘+ ...u(i-2)) 
+(I +~(M))[jlz~(I:f~(i%))]--2(1 +o(m))[@(u)+o(cm)] 
+ P” II WRII f - 2yI(BWR) + 2c !qpw,, - @@WR)] 
~c~,~i(S-l)+O(‘~)+~2[/Ilt’Il:+O(CrJ)] 
-2['y(p~~)+o(co)]+2['y(~~z~,)-ai(~~~,)] 
dc,.,(s- 1)+O(Co)f ~~p~z~~~~-2Y((gw)+Q(ccj) 
+ 2[!qhv,)- @(plt'R)] 
<c,&- l)+ Il,vllf-2~(~~~)+o(~)+2[~(~(plL,,)-~(~WR~3. 
In fact, Ji,&b) is maximal if g&/b) = II~n~\l~- $(fit~,)=O, i.e., fi= 1. 
Further, for R large enough, 
=,t, 3--J, --4RI12R [r(x)-r(m)1 82+uJ ItR(~-4R)12+uz 
1 x 
~~(~-4R)~~+“~d,u 
+-- ai const r ;=12+0, R'" u,x,<R 
~~~~~+~~dx=o(m)>o. 
Hence 
ci.,&)dc,,(s- l)+c,,,(l)+ojcG)-220(m), 
where 0(~~-220(m) ~0 for R-t +co. This gives 
CA,&) -cc 1,&-- l)+-c;.,dl). 
This completes the proof. 1 
Induction on k gives now with the help of temma 7.9 and Theorem 3.4 
THEOREM 7.10. Suppose that the condition (Cl ) holds with t = 0 and &at 
there is some x0 E R such that for every c > 0: 
r(xO - c) + r(xO + c) 2 3r( ccj ) 
so5/99.!1-13 
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but 
r(xg - c) + 1(x0 + c) s 2r( ocj ). 
Suppose jirrther that the conditions (C2) and (C3) hold. Then the problem 
(P) has for each A< 0 a pair of solutions + u~,~ with exactly k - 1 nodes and 
such that 4( + u~,~) = CA,,(k) Vk E N *. Further 
C~,@(l)<C~,y’(1) 
ifk= 1 and 
CA,&) < c 1,G(s- l)+c&l) for s= 1, . . . . k 
ifk> 1. 
Let us close this section with a remark. The additional condition (C3) 
seems to be necessary. In a phase-space diagram it can easily be seen (see 
[ 151) that our problem (P) with n = 1 and r(x) given by 
has for 121 small enough, just one pair of solutions fun,i. Comparing this 
with Theorem 7.3, we see that “some” decay at infinity seems to be 
necessary. The condition (C3) says, that the decay is slower than an 
exponential one. 
8. BIFURCATION OF THE GROUND-STATE 
Let u].,~ be the solutions given by the Theorem 7.2 resp. 7.10 (k E N *). 
We say that the solutions (A, ui,J of our problem (P) bifurcate in LP(R) 
if and only if 
lim 
i-o- 
Iu;.,J p = 0. 
We write OE B,(p) in this case and O$B,(p) if we have no such bifurca- 
tion. If, however, 
lim (z4;.,Jp= +co 
i-O- 
we say that the solutions (A, .u~..~) of our problem (P) bifurcate asymptoti- 
cally in Lp(lR) and we write 0 E B,“(p) to denote this behaviour. 
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The following result concerning the bifurcation of the ground-state is due 
to Stuart [25]: 
THEOREM 8.1. Suppose that (Cl) and (C2) hold. Suppose further that 
(El), (E2), or (E3) holds. Let ziA,, be the solution of our problem (P) givevr 
bl, Theorem 6.1 for 1 =z 0. Then: 
I. We have 0 E B,(p) under the following condition: 
t30 and o1 <max{p(2- t), p). 
We have 0 +! B,(p) and more precisely 
wider the following conditions 
. p=? if t=O,n=l,a,>2. 
. max I,? <p<- 
1 > 
aI 
2-t 
if o<t<1 
. max 1,5 <p<a, 
1 1 2 
if t>1. 
2. We have 0 E B;“(p) under the following condition: 
l<P<& for O< t< 1 
lGp60, for t>l, 
where 
l (2-t)a,<2a, ifO<t<l 
* a,<2a, z$t>l 
l n=l ift=O 
The above result is established with the help of the following theorem: 
THEOREM 8.2. Under the assumptions (Cl) and (C2) we have 
1. For 0 < t < 2 there is a constant fi < 0 such that 
cj.(l)dE l;ll” for A<.A-cO, 
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where E is a positive constant depending on t and where 
o,+4-2t 
6= 2a . 
1 
2. For 0 < t there is a constant 2 < 0 such that 
c,(l)<E I;1)(2+u1)/2ul for K<A.<O, 
where E is a positive constant. 
Our aim is to generalize these results to the excited solutions. 
9. BIFURCATION OF THE EXCITED STATES 
In Section 7 we established the existence of infinitely many solutions 
(A, &u~,,) for our problem (P) in the following two cases: 
(Fl) The conditions (Cl) and (C2) hold with t > 0. 
and 
(F2) The conditions (Cl), (C2), (C3), and (E3) hold with t = 0. 
The solutions f u).,~ have k - 1 nodes, VA < 0. We now study the bifurca- 
tion-behaviour of these solutions when I + O-. Since an excited solution 
cannot bifurcate unless the ground-state does, we have the following result: 
TKEOREM 9.1. There is a constant C(p) > 0 s14ch that 
I f Ul,kl p 2 c(P)9 VA<O, 
under the following condition: 
. p=2 if t=O,n=l,a,>2 
. max l,O” <PC---- 
1 1 
01 
2 2-t 
zj- o<t<1 
. zj- t>1. 
We begin to give estimates for c,(k) when i + 0 -. 
THEOREM 9.2. Suppose that (F2) holds. Then, for k = 2, 3,4, . . . . 
c,(k) < const Ji( (4+u1)!2u1 as A-+0-. 
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ProoJ By Theorem 7.10, 
But by Theorem 8.2 (recall that t = O! ) 
c,,.(l)<const /Iz1(4+01’/2C1 as A-+0- 
and 
c,,,(l)dconst I/II(4+ul)~2Ul as A-+0- 
and this gives 
c;.(2) d const [AI(4+u!)1201 as ?.--+O-; 
by induction on k, the result can now easily be established. 1 
The analogous result for the case (Fl) cannot so easily be established. 
THEOREM 9.3. Suppose that (Fl) holds and that 0 < t < 2. Then, for 
k = 2, 3, 4, . . . . 
c,(k) < const 1 II 1 c4 + cl - ‘*~‘~1 as A-+0-. 
Proof We first give the proof for k = 2. We therefore set K := m and 
W(J’) := 
{ 
J’e 
-J for ~30 
- ye’ for ~~60 
UJX) := W(KX). 
Then 
l~J~=2~~+~ (rix)2e~2”“dx 
2 cm 
=- 
s x0 
y2ep2’ dy=const.KP1: 
s 
+CC 
=2lc w’( J!)? dy = const K, 
0 
11 u,II : = const . K. 
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Also, for i = 1, 2, . . n and 0 < K < 1, 
=const .Kf-'. 
NOW L’;(X) = o:“(x) + D?‘(X) where L’(I~) := u~,(-,,~, and ~1~’ := vl, c0, +m,, 
As above, 
Further, 
q,(u~‘)~const.K’-’ for I= 1,2. 
s(u!2’) d2) E fbf. n A 1. for s(‘) := s(tly)) > 0, 
provided that 
Since 
IIu~~~)II: = [d2’] --? ~(.+*)uj2)j. 
q(s’2’t,~~‘) > [py+“J 
4oi(“~.2’), 
(1) 
we have that 
const . Kk [P'y const . K'-' 
for i= 1, . . . . n and O<K< 1, and so 
p’ dconst .K(2--r’/c 
Consequently, for 0 <r < 2, ~K,E (0, l] such that sC2) < 1 for 0 <K < K,. 
Hence, returning to (1 ), 
Ilu(yl: 2 [P-y’ cpl(u).2’). , 
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Similar results hold for s(l). Now, since Iw(y)( < 1, 
c,(2) 6 cp(s%y)+s(2Juj:)) 
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We turn now to c;(k) for k 2 3. We set p(y) := y - 1 and we devide the 
interval [ - 1. 11 into k- 2 subintervals of equal length by the points 
4’0 := -1, I’* := -l+ 2 --&-,y2:= -1+22 k-2’ . . . . y-2 := 1. 
Let then 
41(Y), q2(.Yh ..., 4k-2(4’) 
be the quadratic polynomials given by 
4,(Y) := T(Y - ?‘o)(Y - Y1) 
42(Y) :=T(Y- Y1)(Y--12) 
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where z > 0 is choosen such that 
lqlb)l < 1 on CL 1T YJ for I= 1, 2, . . . . k-2. 
We define vA by 
p( - KX) eK.’ 
-q1(=) 
1: 
for x> -I/K 
for -l/~cxXyy,/rc 
VA(X) := - qz(Jcx) 
for y,/~<x< y&c 
. 
-qk--Z(Kx) for J'&JK<X,<}~kpJK 
p(rcx) epKx for x > l/q 
where as above K = A, and we set 
VA (1) := v a--co, -l/K1 
,!2’ := fj 
A AI CKl!~.YII”I 
. . . 
VA 
(k-1) := v 
II C.vk--l:K,Yt--2!KI 
V(k) := 
,. ~iI[.v~2,‘K.+n); 
we choose s(‘) > 0 such that 
Now 
pu(I’ EM. i. * for I= 1, . . . . k. 
Ivy)l: = Iv$-~)~: = jlrKm p(Kx)’ e-2Kx dx 
1 
s 
+X2 
=- am ee2” dy 
K I 
=const.K-’ 
K’[~‘(Kx) - JJ(KX)]~ e-2K-r dx 
=Ic 
s +Oc [p’(y) - p(y)]’ e-2y dl> 1 
and 
= const . Ic 
IID:~)I/:= /~z$~‘II: =const .lc 
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2a’A 
.-1 
J (l+ Iyl/ic-fp(y)2+uEdj K -cc 
Similarly, 
25 A2-‘K’ 
K 
1’ lyl-‘p(y)‘+“‘dy 
= const . K’- I. 
Further 
~p~(u~~)) > const . Cl. 
> (pi(@) = a, “‘-‘IK J r(x) Iqr(~x)12fuzdx J’I-2/K 
a, =- 
K 
35A2-‘rcf s 
Y,-I MAI +Ol dq’ for O<~gl K J/-Z 
=cOnSt.K’-’ 
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for 1=2,3 ,..., k-l. So 
Now 
gp(u:')) 2 const . K'-1 for I= 1, 2, ,.., k. 
we have 
const . K 2 [s(')]~ const . K’- 1 
for i= 1, . . . . n, I= 1, . . . . kandO<lc<l, andso 
#J < cons1 . K(2 - rJi0, 
Consequently, for 0 < t < 2, there is a K, E (0, l] such that ~(0 -=c 1. Hence, 
returning to (2), 
But, since JuA1 < 1, 
c.(k) < @(s”‘u!‘J+ * ,. . . . + S(kJu;.kJ) 
.+m 
+ .‘. + 
J 
r-(x)[~(~‘]~+~~ Iu;~~~~~+“~~.x 
y--Z/K 
na k 
d 1 1. 1 cpl(S”‘Uj’~) 
i= 1 al ,=, 
< (.onst _ K(z+“lJ/~lKwl - ‘)J/Ol 
= const . KC4 + 01~ 2rvm 
This completes the proof. 1 
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We give now the central bifurcation-result: 
THEOREM 9.4. Suppose that the conditions (Fl) or (F2) hold and let 
~rtfdkEN* he the solutions with exactl?? k nodes given by Theorem 7.2 
resp. 7.10 (kE N*). 
1. Bifurcation. We have 0 E B,(p) under the following conditian: 
and o<t<2. 
3 No bifurcation. -. We have 0 $ B,(p j and more precisely 
I+a,,,l,3C(P)>O, v/l<0 
under the following conditions: 
. p=7 if t=O,n=l,a,>2. 
. max l,? dp<--- 
i 1 
g1 
2-t 
if O<tQl. 
. zj- t>1. 
3. Asymptotic bifurcation. We have 0 E B:(p) ij 
lQp<l. 
2-t 
for O< t <2, 
where 
n=l if t=O 
(2 - t) cT,z < 2D, if O<t<2. 
Proof. The proof follows Stuart [25]. For completeness, we give it 
here. 
We have 
blPdC(p, r) 14; l4f. -’ 
for 1 f r < p, where C(p, r) is some positive constant and 
a=l- 
r p+2 -- 
r+2 p ’ 
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But for 1~ 0, 
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and hence by the above theorems 
(r&J2 Gconst II./’ 
Jz41,k12 < const I116-1’2 
where 6 = (4 + a,)/4o, in the case (F2) and 6 = (4 + or - 2r)/4a, in the case 
(F 1). Hence, for p B 2, 
lUl,kl p G (7P7 2, l4,kl T IUi..kl i-” 
Gconst (A( n6+(I-LY)(B-l/c2) 
=const I@+(oL-W. 
We can now establish the bifurcation-result. This immediately follows 
from 
6+2=- 2a 
a-l (2-r)p-a,>0 
1 
if 
61 pamax 2,-- 
i > 2-t . 
Asymptotic bifurcation is established by using the interpolation 
inequality 
where ldp<r<q and 
1 f? 1-e -=-+- 
f-9 P’ 
We choose r < q with r satisfying the conditions prohibiting bifurcation and 
q satisfying the conditions giving bifurcation. Then we have asymptotic 
bifurcation for 1 d p < r. This gives the claim. 1 
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